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(pv-ppv: Nakagawa and Tackley, 2006), which produces a sharp
increase in shear wave velocity (Fig. 1a). However, an increase in
lowermost mantle seismic heterogeneity would be expected, and is
indeed observed, in the absence of this phase transition, due to
increased thermal heterogeneity at these depths (Fig. 3b).

In both thermo-chemical cases (Fig. 4b and c), lowermost mantle
fast seismic anomalies increase relative to the purely thermal case,
due to the stronger negative temperature anomalies observed at
these depths, as described in Section 3.1. A distinct region of slower
than average velocities is also evident, extending several hundred
kilometres above the CMB, which corresponds to the seismic expres-
sion of hot ‘pile’ material (cf. relative positions of log10(NGP)¼4 shear
wave anomaly contours in the lowermost mantle between thermal
and thermo-chemical models). For basalt, which is generally faster in
shear wave velocity than a pyrolite at lower mantle depths (Fig. 1c),
the chemical effect on seismic velocity counteracts the effect of
increased temperature and, accordingly, the range of seismic anoma-
lies in the basaltic case is similar to that displayed in the purely
thermal case. However, for iron-rich material, which is slower than

pyrolite at lower mantle depths (Fig. 1c), thermal and chemical effects
combine to produce ‘piles’ with substantially stronger negative shear
wave anomalies. Such strong anomalies also bias the one-
dimensional seismic average and, as a result, the range of anomalies
increases in comparison to other cases.

3.3. Amplitude of imaged heterogeneity structure

The strongest LLSVP anomaly amplitudes are inferred from
regional waveform and travel-time modelling studies. For exam-
ple, Ni and Helmburger (2003), Wang and Wen (2007) and He and
Wen (2009) infer that African and Pacific LLSVPs have a shear
wave velocity structure with average velocity perturbations of
"5% at the base and "2% to "3% in the mid-lower mantle. Even
with the minimum temperature-dependence of anelasticity
model Q4 used herein, all models examined produce such large
amplitude low-velocity anomalies and a strong increase in het-
erogeneity towards the mantle’s base (Fig. 4).

S40RTS Thermal Thermo-Chemical

Fig. 5. Shear wave velocity perturbations beneath Africa from: (a) tomographic model S40RTS; (b) our purely-thermal model; and (c) our thermo-chemical model, where
the dense chemical component represents only 3% of the mantle volume. In the isochemical model, (T,P,X) is converted into seismic velocity assuming a pyrolitic
composition, whilst the thermo-chemical model illustrated here assumes a pyrolitic composition for background mantle and an iron-rich composition for the dense
chemical component. The structure of a thermo-chemical model with a basaltic dense component has similar characteristics. We account for the geographic bias, smearing
and damping inherent to tomographic models using the resolution operator of S40RTS (Ritsema et al., 2011, 2007), thus allowing for direct comparison between our
models and S40RTS. All images include a radial surface at 2850-km depth and an isosurface at "1:0%, clipped above 1400-km to allow visualisation of lower mantle
features. Continental boundaries are included for geographic reference.

Fig. 6. (a) RMS amplitudes of shear wave velocity anomalies as a function of depth, for all cases examined, compared to tomographic model S40RTS. Dashed and
continuous lines represent the RMS amplitudes before and after accounting for the effects of limited seismic resolution, respectively. Contributions are also decomposed
into positive and negative components: (b) before and (c) after application of the resolution operator.
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• LLSVPs: not uniform
• Small-scale (100s km) structures
• Tomography struggles to resolve

Lower mantle tomography
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Pacific LLSVP and lowermost mantle
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tomographic image [Li et al., 2008] in which P wave
velocities vary by only ±1.5% relative to the reference
background model. Other tomographic models have a
similar dynamic range and we plot our results against seven
other recent P models in the supplementary material (Figure
S3). A potentially interesting observation that is apparent
in both Figures 4a and S3 is that the ULVZ identified
here appears to correlate with a boundary between a low
P-velocity province to the north and east and a high
P-velocity province to the south and west, which has a very
steep lateral velocity gradient [Thorne et al., 2004].
[14] The ULVZ we observe lies in a sampling ‘‘hole’’ as

defined by SPdiffKS ray paths and it is to the southeast of a
SPdiff KS-detected ULVZ beneath Kamchatka [Thorne and
Garnero, 2004] (see Figure S4). Our data that do sample the
proposed Kamchatka ULVZ do not show reduced veloci-
ties. One explanation for this discrepancy is that SPdiffKS
data have a fundamental source-receiver ambiguity that can
only be resolved with multiple crossing paths, and in the
study of Thorne and Garnero [2004] there were very few
paths sampling the region beneath Kamchatka. Another
possibility is that the ULVZ in this region may be patchy.
In this case, the Pdiff waves beneath Kamchatka may sample
reduced velocities somewhere along their diffracted arcs,
but the position at which they exit the CMB is normal.

[15] The ULVZ observed in this study is well north of the
Pacific LLSVP that has been identified in several recent
tomographic models. We show this in Figure 4b by plotting
our observations against a backdrop of S velocity perturba-
tions in the lower mantle. Images of several other tomo-
graphic models are given in the supplement (Figure S5).
However, the anticorrelation in P and S velocities in the
lower mantle is well accepted and indeed is a strong piece of
evidence for pervasive chemical heterogeneity in D00. One
of the most useful studies in this regard is Trampert et al.
[2004], in which density, shear velocity, and bulk sound
velocity models are jointly inverted for and explicitly
mapped to variations in chemistry and temperature. Plotting
our results against these images (Figures 4c and 4d), which
are admittedly long-wavelength and averaged over the
lower 1000 km of the mantle, we see that the ULVZ occurs
near the boundary between compositionally and thermally
distinct regimes of the lower mantle.
[16] If, on the other hand, we accept that the borders of

the tomographically defined LLSVP represent the bound-
aries of a chemically distinct pile of material, then the
ULVZ detected here is clearly north of this boundary. In
this case, we speculate that the ULVZ is still related to
MORB that has been subducted into the deep mantle
beneath East Asia [Ricard et al., 1993; Lithgow-Bertelloni

Figure 4. Observed P velocity variation at 2 Hz plotted against (a) a P tomography model, MITP08 [Li et al., 2008], (b) an
S tomography model, [Grand, 2002], (c) the perovskite anomaly at the bottom of the mantle [Trampert et al., 2004], and
(d) and the temperature anomaly in the bottom 1000 km of the mantle [Trampert et al., 2004]. The solid lines are the
average P/Pdiff path in the bottom 50 km of the mantle for each bin and the filled circles are drawn at the center of the Pdiff

path. The black triangle is the array, YKA, and small open circles are the mean location for each source bin.
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density contrast and amount of dense material available. The
cause of ULVZs is mainly thought to be iron enrichment (Wicks
et al., 2010; Mao et al., 2006) and/or the presence of melt
inclusions (Williams and Garnero, 1996; Hier-Majumder, 2008).

Here we present a dataset of transverse component S/Sdiff
waveforms from three western Pacific events observed at stations
in North America, which illuminate an unusually large ULVZ at
the northern edge of the Pacific LLSVP, near Hawaii. Owing to the
strong sensitivity of the data to the structure, we can forward
model a simplified 3D ULVZ, and provide constraints on its
geometry and strength including, for the first time, its lateral
extent.

2. Data and observations

2.1. Event 1. March 20, 2010 event

The main event we considered (Event 1) is a deep earthquake
(Mw 6.6; depth¼414 km) which occurred on March 20, 2010 in
the New Ireland Region, Papua-New Guinea (Table 1). Piercing
points 40 km above the CMB as predicted for a 1D model (PREM,
Dziewonski and Anderson, 1981) are plotted in map view in Fig. 1
for all S/Sdiff paths (gray circles). The USArray transportable array
(http://www.iris.edu/earthscope/usarray) and numerous other
broadband networks provide dense station coverage in North
America. The background tomographic model shows how the
paths sample the northern Pacific LLSVP boundary. The radiation
pattern for SH is shown in Fig. S1 for the take-off angle of the
diffracting phase. The pattern is favorable with strong SH ampli-
tudes in the azimuthal range covered by the data.

To process the data, the seismic instrument responses are
deconvolved and horizontal components are rotated to radial and
tangential. Tangential component S and Sdiff waveforms for Event
1, filtered with a bandpass butterworth filter between 10 and 20 s
(0.05–0.1 Hz), are shown in Fig. 2 for distance ranges of 88–941
(panel a) , 94–1001 (panel b) and 100–1101 (panel c). The wave-
forms are shifted to align with the predicted S/Sdiff arrival time
for the 1D model PREM.

Waveforms for Event 1 fall into three clusters that geographi-
cally correspond to traces sampling D00 outside the LLSVP, at its
boundary, and inside the LLSVP, respectively (details in Supple-
mentary material Section 2). When waveforms are filtered
between 10 and 20 s (Fig. 2a–c), it becomes apparent that, at
azimuths larger than about 481, the S/Sdiff phase is split into a
weaker first arrival and a strongly delayed second phase, which
we call ‘postcursor I’. The postcursor has the same polarity as the

main phase. The presence and move-out of postcursor I is mainly
a function of azimuth, but the amplitude ratio between post-
cursor I and the main phase becomes larger with increasing
distance (Fig. 2b and c). The main phase amplitude for the longer
periods included is less affected, but the postcursor still persists
(Supplementary Fig. S2) and there is also evidence of an inter-
mediate postcursor. For periods above 30 s the waveforms appear
unaffected apart from a slight delay.

2.2. Event 2. June 12, 2003 event

A second event, which occurred 400 km to the southeast of
Event 1, shows similar complexities. At that time, which was
before the deployment of the USArray, the station coverage in
North America was not as good. Event 2, however, did occur
during the deployment of the NARS-baja array (Clayton et al.,
2004), offering extended coverage towards the south. Waveforms
on the tangential component are shown in Fig. 2de filtered
between 10 and 20 s. This event is shallower, and thus the S(diff)
and depth phases are only 80 s apart and are both shown. The
sS(diff) phase has significant amplitude, while the pS(diff) cannot
be distinguished. Similar postcursors as for Event 1 are visible,

Table 1
Selected CSEM models. Correlation shows mean correlation between synthetics and observed diffracted phases of Event 1 in the 10–20 s bands.

Model Center lon (1W) Center lat (1N) Radius (km) Height (km) Vel. red. (%) Corr. Section

NZ Background model: modified SAW24B16 0.42 4.2.1
ZH1 165 19 440 15 20 0.38 Height 4.2.1
ZH2, ZS2 165 19 440 25 20 0.69 Height 4.2.1, size 4.2.2
ZH3 165 19 440 35 20 0.34 Height 4.2.1
ZH4 165 19 440 45 20 0.09 Height 4.2.1
ZS1 165 19 330 25 25 0.62 Size 4.2.2
ZS3 165 19 580 25 16 0.41 Size 4.2.2
ZS4 165 19 410 25 25 0.26 Size 4.2.2
ZS5 165 19 410 25 18 0.51 Size 4.2.2
ZL1 175 13.5 455 25 20 0.34 Location 4.2.3
ZL2 170 16.5 455 25 20 0.47 Location 4.2.3
ZL3 165 19 455 25 20 0.67 Location 4.2.3
ZL4 160 21.5 455 25 20 0.69 Location 4.2.3
ZL5 155 23.5 455 25 20 0.67 Location 4.2.3
ZF1 167.5 17.5 455 25 20 0.64 Event 3
ZF2 167.5 17.5 455 20 20 0.64 Event 31

dlnVs(%)event
station
piercing points 40 km above CMB

Fig. 1. Coverage of the Event 1 (gray), Event 2 (green) and Event 3 (magenta)
events across the northern boundary of the Pacific LLSVP. The circles represent the
entry and exit points of the Sdiff phases approximately 40 km above the CMB.
Background model is SAW24B16 (Mégnin and Romanowicz, 2000) at a depth of
2750 km (" 150 km above the CMB). Black circle shows location of the proposed
ULVZ. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader
is referred to the web version of this article.)
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a similar shift. Presumably the northern boundary of the Pacific
LLSVP is causing waves to refract by several degrees towards the
south. A southerly shift at the LLSVP boundary will be viewed at
the station as energy arriving more from the north. At the larger
azimuths, where the main phase is reduced in amplitude, there is
a larger scatter in the backazimuth measurement. Energy mainly
comes further from the north.

The backazimuth of the postcursor can only be measured for
azimuths larger than 501 where the amplitude of the postcursor is
sufficiently large. Above this azimuth, we have measurements for
every station in the distance range of 100–1101. The backazimuth
deviation is around zero at an azimuth of 59–601 and this
corresponds approximately to the azimuths where the delays of
the postcursor are minimal. At larger azimuths, the backazimuth
becomes more northerly, while it is progressively more southerly
at smaller azimuths. In the center of the array, around azimuths of
50–541, the backazimuth measurements return to zero, although
we find the beamforming results to be very uncertain for these
smaller amplitude postcursors.

3.3. Cause of postcursor: initial modeling

Previous studies have interpreted postcursors in Sdiff phases
as due to multipathing on the edge of one of the LLSVPs (To et al.,
2005; Sun et al., 2009). In those studies, postcursors are less
delayed and visible in a wide period band, as LLSVP boundaries
extend to several hundreds of kilometers above the CMB. To
produce postcursor delays of up to 47 s and to limit postcursor
occurrence to periods shorter than 30 s, a causative structure with

a stronger velocity reduction and smaller height is required,
resembling previously modeled ULVZs.

By first considering the effects of the structure in the framework
of ray theory, we show that, to first order, we can assume a circular
base for this structure. In this case, we expect seismic waves to travel
through the structure and be refracted by its boundaries according to
Snell’s law (as illustrated in Fig. 5). Travel time predictions for a
perfectly circular low velocity structure predict maximum travel
time delay for the ray that travels along the diameter of the ULVZ
(fully transmitted, with no refraction). This phase will travel along its
great circle path. However, compared to the reference main phase at
the stations, this postcursor arrival has a minimal delay time, as
other rays that are refracted by the ULVZ have shorter paths within
the ULVZ, but are more delayed with respect to the reference Sdiff
due to their longer, out-of-plane paths. For an elliptically shaped
ULVZ (rotated from the great circle path), the minimum travel time
path is offset from the great circle path arrival, and the travel time
move-out is asymmetric at both ends. Here it seems that a structure
with a close-to-circular shape explains the travel time observations.
The main indication of this comes from the fact that the minimally
delayed postcursors of Event 1 arrive along the great circle path
(Figs. 3 and 4). Furthermore, the minimal delay times of Events 1 and
2 lie within 10% of each other. On the other hand, there is some
indication of slight asymmetry in the postcursor travel times on both
sides of the minimum, especially in Event 2, so that the actual shape
may be more elongated. However, the present data do not allow us
to constrain the shape of the anomaly more precisely. Assuming a
simplified 3D model also constrains the parameter space in which to
search and illustrate trade-offs.

3.4. Forward modeling with CSEM

In order to interpret the full waveforms of the main phase and
postcursors, we turn to an accurate but computationally heavy 3D
numerical wave propagation method, the ‘‘sandwiched’’ version
of CSEM (Coupled Spectral Element Method, Capdeville et al.,
2002, 2003). Compared to other SEM codes (e.g. SPECFEM3D,
Komatitsch and Tromp, 2002a, 2002b; Tromp et al., 2008) this

Fig. 4. Beamforming results for Event 1 in observed data (a) and synthetic data for
models ZF2 (b) and ZL4 (c). Backazimuths of the arriving energy of the main phase
(blue) and postcursor (red). Mean and standard deviation of the backazimuth
referenced to the great circle backazimuth for stations in each azimuth bin. Error
bars indicate scatter within each bin. Positive means the phase comes from further
to the north. Results for the postcursors at azimuths less than 501 are not shown as
they have very low amplitudes (and highly scattered results). (For interpretation
of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

2

1

Fig. 5. Predicted behavior of infinite frequency rays as they become scattered by a
ULVZ near Hawaii. Velocity reduction in the ULVZ is 20%. The focal point of the
lens-like structure lies just beyond the structure.
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Frequency-wavenumber (fk) analysis

maximum and the information on the coherency of the
signal for each time window, are stored. This transforms
the array recordings into time series of coherency, slow-
ness, and back azimuth.

[56] To obtain the best possible results in the fk anal-
ysis, a suitable time window and step size must be cho-
sen. The time window must be wide enough to com-
pletely include phases traveling over the array with
different slownesses. In shorter time windows, not all
components of the signal can be analyzed, and the fk
analysis becomes less accurate. If the window is too
large, it will contain more incoherent noise, which dis-
turbs the exact determination of slowness and back
azimuth and, particularly, the coherency of the signal
decays. Additionally, the time resolution of the method
is reduced. The window width is defined by the dominant
period of the signal and its travel time over the array.
Therefore the appropriate window size is dependent on
the size of the array and the slowness of the signals
analyzed. The individual time windows should overlap
somewhat to identify the continuous behavior of slow-
ness and back azimuth, and the step size must be chosen
accordingly.

[57] The sliding-window fk analysis is best used for
small-aperture arrays with a well defined ARF that en-
ables the identification of the arriving coherent signals.
The sliding-window fk analysis has been applied in the
search for PP underside reflections from upper mantle
discontinuities [Rost and Weber, 2001]. The results of the

sliding-window fk analysis are displayed as fk movies.
These movies give a good overview of the development
of slowness and back azimuth along a seismogram. Some
examples of the sliding-window fk analysis can be seen at
http://www.uni-geophys.gwdg.de/!srost/fk-movies.htm.

3.7. Cophase
[58] The Cophase method is another method to en-

hance the signal strength and reduce noise and to esti-
mate the signal phase velocity and direction [Posmentier
and Herrmann, 1971]. Cophase was developed in the
1970s, when seismic analysis was restricted by limited
computer power, as a rapid method to measure signal
strength as a function of slowness and back azimuth. The
results of Cophase are comparable to the fk analysis but
with much less computational effort.

[59] Here we introduce the Cophase ad hoc processor
to show a method completely defined in the frequency
domain. The definition of Cophase is
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Figure 14. (a) Array response function of GRF. GRF has an aperture of !50 by 100 km. Owing to the larger
aperture the resolution is higher than that of YKA (Figure 13a). (b) The fk analysis of a wave arriving with
a�slowness�of�7.75�s/deg�and�along�a�back�azimuth�of�225*.
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order to advance our understanding of the upwelling part of deep
mantle flow and its relationship to surface observations. While
thin ‘classical’ plume tails may exist in the mantle, they remain
below the resolution of global tomography at present. However,
our robust confirmation of the existence of broad, possibly ther-
mochemical, plumes—associated with prominent hotspots and
rooted in the D0 region (at least some of them in ULVZs)—
should provide important constraints for further geodynamical
modelling of present-day mantle circulation, and for Earth’s
heat-flux budget33.

Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items
andSourceData, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique
to these sections appear only in the online paper.
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Figure 3 | Hawaii, Iceland, St Helena and the African superplume. a, Three-
dimensional rendering of the Hawaiian plume, viewed from the southeast. In
the lower mantle, the plume conduit is vertically oriented, rooted in a patch of
very low Vs at the base of the mantle, with a weak zone in the depth range
2,300–2,600 km. Above approximately 1,000 km, the conduit is deflected
towards the west into the transition zone, and appears to interact with the low-
velocity finger oriented in the Pacific plate absolute plate motion direction21

visible in cross-section above a depth of 500 km. b–e, Two-dimensional vertical
cross-sections along planes as indicated in the inset maps and corresponding
broken green lines in a, represented in the same way as in Fig. 1. In c, in the

lowermost mantle between the two westernmost reference white dots, we see
the edge of the plume associated with the Caroline hotspot. Subduction zones
are well imaged in the western Pacific (b, c), spreading above the 1,000-km
horizon, and in south America (d); in c and e, the fossil Farallon subduction
extends through the lower mantle. Blue zones in the vicinity of Hawaii in
the lower mantle may potentially be downwellings corresponding to other fossil
slabs, although this warrants further study. In e, we note the particularly broad
African plume, one lobe of which extends to the mantle transition zone, the
other giving rise in the mid lower mantle to a thinner, weaker plume beneath
St Helena.
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identify three categories of plumes. ‘Primary’ plumes are those for which dVs/Vs

is lower than –1.5% for most of the depth interval 1,000–2,800 km. These 11
plumes also correspond to regions of the lower mantle where the average
velocity reduction over the depth range 1,000–1,800 km is significant at the 2s
level (see, for example, Supplementary Figs 3 and 4). Clearly resolved
plumes correspond to vertically continuous conduits with dVs/Vs greater than
20.5% in the depth range 1,000–2,800 km. Somewhat resolved plumes have
vertically trending conduits with dVs/Vs greater than 20.5% for most of the
depth range 1,000–2,800 km, albeit not as clearly continuous. Plumes are
numbered as listed in Extended Data Table 1. Green dots represent the
global hotspot distribution according to ref. 27. Note that none of the plumes
detected falls within a region of faster-than-average velocity at the base of
the mantle, and that long-wavelength structure in this model agrees with that of
previous tomographic models (see, for example, Supplementary Fig. 10).
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order to advance our understanding of the upwelling part of deep
mantle flow and its relationship to surface observations. While
thin ‘classical’ plume tails may exist in the mantle, they remain
below the resolution of global tomography at present. However,
our robust confirmation of the existence of broad, possibly ther-
mochemical, plumes—associated with prominent hotspots and
rooted in the D0 region (at least some of them in ULVZs)—
should provide important constraints for further geodynamical
modelling of present-day mantle circulation, and for Earth’s
heat-flux budget33.

Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items
andSourceData, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique
to these sections appear only in the online paper.
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dimensional rendering of the Hawaiian plume, viewed from the southeast. In
the lower mantle, the plume conduit is vertically oriented, rooted in a patch of
very low Vs at the base of the mantle, with a weak zone in the depth range
2,300–2,600 km. Above approximately 1,000 km, the conduit is deflected
towards the west into the transition zone, and appears to interact with the low-
velocity finger oriented in the Pacific plate absolute plate motion direction21

visible in cross-section above a depth of 500 km. b–e, Two-dimensional vertical
cross-sections along planes as indicated in the inset maps and corresponding
broken green lines in a, represented in the same way as in Fig. 1. In c, in the

lowermost mantle between the two westernmost reference white dots, we see
the edge of the plume associated with the Caroline hotspot. Subduction zones
are well imaged in the western Pacific (b, c), spreading above the 1,000-km
horizon, and in south America (d); in c and e, the fossil Farallon subduction
extends through the lower mantle. Blue zones in the vicinity of Hawaii in
the lower mantle may potentially be downwellings corresponding to other fossil
slabs, although this warrants further study. In e, we note the particularly broad
African plume, one lobe of which extends to the mantle transition zone, the
other giving rise in the mid lower mantle to a thinner, weaker plume beneath
St Helena.
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is lower than –1.5% for most of the depth interval 1,000–2,800 km. These 11
plumes also correspond to regions of the lower mantle where the average
velocity reduction over the depth range 1,000–1,800 km is significant at the 2s
level (see, for example, Supplementary Figs 3 and 4). Clearly resolved
plumes correspond to vertically continuous conduits with dVs/Vs greater than
20.5% in the depth range 1,000–2,800 km. Somewhat resolved plumes have
vertically trending conduits with dVs/Vs greater than 20.5% for most of the
depth range 1,000–2,800 km, albeit not as clearly continuous. Plumes are
numbered as listed in Extended Data Table 1. Green dots represent the
global hotspot distribution according to ref. 27. Note that none of the plumes
detected falls within a region of faster-than-average velocity at the base of
the mantle, and that long-wavelength structure in this model agrees with that of
previous tomographic models (see, for example, Supplementary Fig. 10).
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order to advance our understanding of the upwelling part of deep
mantle flow and its relationship to surface observations. While
thin ‘classical’ plume tails may exist in the mantle, they remain
below the resolution of global tomography at present. However,
our robust confirmation of the existence of broad, possibly ther-
mochemical, plumes—associated with prominent hotspots and
rooted in the D0 region (at least some of them in ULVZs)—
should provide important constraints for further geodynamical
modelling of present-day mantle circulation, and for Earth’s
heat-flux budget33.

Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items
andSourceData, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique
to these sections appear only in the online paper.
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Figure 3 | Hawaii, Iceland, St Helena and the African superplume. a, Three-
dimensional rendering of the Hawaiian plume, viewed from the southeast. In
the lower mantle, the plume conduit is vertically oriented, rooted in a patch of
very low Vs at the base of the mantle, with a weak zone in the depth range
2,300–2,600 km. Above approximately 1,000 km, the conduit is deflected
towards the west into the transition zone, and appears to interact with the low-
velocity finger oriented in the Pacific plate absolute plate motion direction21

visible in cross-section above a depth of 500 km. b–e, Two-dimensional vertical
cross-sections along planes as indicated in the inset maps and corresponding
broken green lines in a, represented in the same way as in Fig. 1. In c, in the

lowermost mantle between the two westernmost reference white dots, we see
the edge of the plume associated with the Caroline hotspot. Subduction zones
are well imaged in the western Pacific (b, c), spreading above the 1,000-km
horizon, and in south America (d); in c and e, the fossil Farallon subduction
extends through the lower mantle. Blue zones in the vicinity of Hawaii in
the lower mantle may potentially be downwellings corresponding to other fossil
slabs, although this warrants further study. In e, we note the particularly broad
African plume, one lobe of which extends to the mantle transition zone, the
other giving rise in the mid lower mantle to a thinner, weaker plume beneath
St Helena.
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SEMUCB-WM14. The background map represents the relative Vs variations at
2,800 km in this model, with respect to the global average at that depth. We
identify three categories of plumes. ‘Primary’ plumes are those for which dVs/Vs

is lower than –1.5% for most of the depth interval 1,000–2,800 km. These 11
plumes also correspond to regions of the lower mantle where the average
velocity reduction over the depth range 1,000–1,800 km is significant at the 2s
level (see, for example, Supplementary Figs 3 and 4). Clearly resolved
plumes correspond to vertically continuous conduits with dVs/Vs greater than
20.5% in the depth range 1,000–2,800 km. Somewhat resolved plumes have
vertically trending conduits with dVs/Vs greater than 20.5% for most of the
depth range 1,000–2,800 km, albeit not as clearly continuous. Plumes are
numbered as listed in Extended Data Table 1. Green dots represent the
global hotspot distribution according to ref. 27. Note that none of the plumes
detected falls within a region of faster-than-average velocity at the base of
the mantle, and that long-wavelength structure in this model agrees with that of
previous tomographic models (see, for example, Supplementary Fig. 10).
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order to advance our understanding of the upwelling part of deep
mantle flow and its relationship to surface observations. While
thin ‘classical’ plume tails may exist in the mantle, they remain
below the resolution of global tomography at present. However,
our robust confirmation of the existence of broad, possibly ther-
mochemical, plumes—associated with prominent hotspots and
rooted in the D0 region (at least some of them in ULVZs)—
should provide important constraints for further geodynamical
modelling of present-day mantle circulation, and for Earth’s
heat-flux budget33.

Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items
andSourceData, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique
to these sections appear only in the online paper.
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Figure 3 | Hawaii, Iceland, St Helena and the African superplume. a, Three-
dimensional rendering of the Hawaiian plume, viewed from the southeast. In
the lower mantle, the plume conduit is vertically oriented, rooted in a patch of
very low Vs at the base of the mantle, with a weak zone in the depth range
2,300–2,600 km. Above approximately 1,000 km, the conduit is deflected
towards the west into the transition zone, and appears to interact with the low-
velocity finger oriented in the Pacific plate absolute plate motion direction21

visible in cross-section above a depth of 500 km. b–e, Two-dimensional vertical
cross-sections along planes as indicated in the inset maps and corresponding
broken green lines in a, represented in the same way as in Fig. 1. In c, in the

lowermost mantle between the two westernmost reference white dots, we see
the edge of the plume associated with the Caroline hotspot. Subduction zones
are well imaged in the western Pacific (b, c), spreading above the 1,000-km
horizon, and in south America (d); in c and e, the fossil Farallon subduction
extends through the lower mantle. Blue zones in the vicinity of Hawaii in
the lower mantle may potentially be downwellings corresponding to other fossil
slabs, although this warrants further study. In e, we note the particularly broad
African plume, one lobe of which extends to the mantle transition zone, the
other giving rise in the mid lower mantle to a thinner, weaker plume beneath
St Helena.
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is lower than –1.5% for most of the depth interval 1,000–2,800 km. These 11
plumes also correspond to regions of the lower mantle where the average
velocity reduction over the depth range 1,000–1,800 km is significant at the 2s
level (see, for example, Supplementary Figs 3 and 4). Clearly resolved
plumes correspond to vertically continuous conduits with dVs/Vs greater than
20.5% in the depth range 1,000–2,800 km. Somewhat resolved plumes have
vertically trending conduits with dVs/Vs greater than 20.5% for most of the
depth range 1,000–2,800 km, albeit not as clearly continuous. Plumes are
numbered as listed in Extended Data Table 1. Green dots represent the
global hotspot distribution according to ref. 27. Note that none of the plumes
detected falls within a region of faster-than-average velocity at the base of
the mantle, and that long-wavelength structure in this model agrees with that of
previous tomographic models (see, for example, Supplementary Fig. 10).
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order to advance our understanding of the upwelling part of deep
mantle flow and its relationship to surface observations. While
thin ‘classical’ plume tails may exist in the mantle, they remain
below the resolution of global tomography at present. However,
our robust confirmation of the existence of broad, possibly ther-
mochemical, plumes—associated with prominent hotspots and
rooted in the D0 region (at least some of them in ULVZs)—
should provide important constraints for further geodynamical
modelling of present-day mantle circulation, and for Earth’s
heat-flux budget33.

Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items
andSourceData, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique
to these sections appear only in the online paper.
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Figure 3 | Hawaii, Iceland, St Helena and the African superplume. a, Three-
dimensional rendering of the Hawaiian plume, viewed from the southeast. In
the lower mantle, the plume conduit is vertically oriented, rooted in a patch of
very low Vs at the base of the mantle, with a weak zone in the depth range
2,300–2,600 km. Above approximately 1,000 km, the conduit is deflected
towards the west into the transition zone, and appears to interact with the low-
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visible in cross-section above a depth of 500 km. b–e, Two-dimensional vertical
cross-sections along planes as indicated in the inset maps and corresponding
broken green lines in a, represented in the same way as in Fig. 1. In c, in the

lowermost mantle between the two westernmost reference white dots, we see
the edge of the plume associated with the Caroline hotspot. Subduction zones
are well imaged in the western Pacific (b, c), spreading above the 1,000-km
horizon, and in south America (d); in c and e, the fossil Farallon subduction
extends through the lower mantle. Blue zones in the vicinity of Hawaii in
the lower mantle may potentially be downwellings corresponding to other fossil
slabs, although this warrants further study. In e, we note the particularly broad
African plume, one lobe of which extends to the mantle transition zone, the
other giving rise in the mid lower mantle to a thinner, weaker plume beneath
St Helena.
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Figure 4 | Locations of plumes detected in the lower mantle in model
SEMUCB-WM14. The background map represents the relative Vs variations at
2,800 km in this model, with respect to the global average at that depth. We
identify three categories of plumes. ‘Primary’ plumes are those for which dVs/Vs

is lower than –1.5% for most of the depth interval 1,000–2,800 km. These 11
plumes also correspond to regions of the lower mantle where the average
velocity reduction over the depth range 1,000–1,800 km is significant at the 2s
level (see, for example, Supplementary Figs 3 and 4). Clearly resolved
plumes correspond to vertically continuous conduits with dVs/Vs greater than
20.5% in the depth range 1,000–2,800 km. Somewhat resolved plumes have
vertically trending conduits with dVs/Vs greater than 20.5% for most of the
depth range 1,000–2,800 km, albeit not as clearly continuous. Plumes are
numbered as listed in Extended Data Table 1. Green dots represent the
global hotspot distribution according to ref. 27. Note that none of the plumes
detected falls within a region of faster-than-average velocity at the base of
the mantle, and that long-wavelength structure in this model agrees with that of
previous tomographic models (see, for example, Supplementary Fig. 10).
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order to advance our understanding of the upwelling part of deep
mantle flow and its relationship to surface observations. While
thin ‘classical’ plume tails may exist in the mantle, they remain
below the resolution of global tomography at present. However,
our robust confirmation of the existence of broad, possibly ther-
mochemical, plumes—associated with prominent hotspots and
rooted in the D0 region (at least some of them in ULVZs)—
should provide important constraints for further geodynamical
modelling of present-day mantle circulation, and for Earth’s
heat-flux budget33.

Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items
andSourceData, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique
to these sections appear only in the online paper.
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visible in cross-section above a depth of 500 km. b–e, Two-dimensional vertical
cross-sections along planes as indicated in the inset maps and corresponding
broken green lines in a, represented in the same way as in Fig. 1. In c, in the

lowermost mantle between the two westernmost reference white dots, we see
the edge of the plume associated with the Caroline hotspot. Subduction zones
are well imaged in the western Pacific (b, c), spreading above the 1,000-km
horizon, and in south America (d); in c and e, the fossil Farallon subduction
extends through the lower mantle. Blue zones in the vicinity of Hawaii in
the lower mantle may potentially be downwellings corresponding to other fossil
slabs, although this warrants further study. In e, we note the particularly broad
African plume, one lobe of which extends to the mantle transition zone, the
other giving rise in the mid lower mantle to a thinner, weaker plume beneath
St Helena.
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velocity reduction over the depth range 1,000–1,800 km is significant at the 2s
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20.5% in the depth range 1,000–2,800 km. Somewhat resolved plumes have
vertically trending conduits with dVs/Vs greater than 20.5% for most of the
depth range 1,000–2,800 km, albeit not as clearly continuous. Plumes are
numbered as listed in Extended Data Table 1. Green dots represent the
global hotspot distribution according to ref. 27. Note that none of the plumes
detected falls within a region of faster-than-average velocity at the base of
the mantle, and that long-wavelength structure in this model agrees with that of
previous tomographic models (see, for example, Supplementary Fig. 10).
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